
Calypso watches exude color, energy and elegance, for both men and women.

Calypso is the ultimate fun fashion watch. It is a collection of watches in vibrant, fun colors and color 
combinations, designed in a contemporary style that is inspired by urban art. Calypso is an expert at 
digital watches that have a high level of accuracy and robustness, with cases made of made of high-quality 
plastics. The latest collection for men features original designs in large, 53mm cases. Styles include both 
camouflage patterns and carbon fiber looks, with colorful accents and digital movements. They are water 
resistant to 100 meters. 

Specifications:

Plastic digital man watch

Case diameter: 53.10 mm

Bracelet 29.50-22 mm.

10 ATM

Man Collection

K5681/1 K5681/5



Man Collection

K5681/7K5681/6K5681/4K5681/3K5681/2



Woman Collection

K5678/5 K5678/7

For ladies, the new models for 2016 exude energy with strong colors, including purple, turquoise, metallic 
blue and rose, some with transparent outer dials, and accents that include crystals. The name Calypso is 
prominently displayed on the dial.  

Specifications:

Plastic 3-hand woman watch

Case diameter: 38.50 mm

Semi transparent case

Bracelet: 19.80 – 14.80 mm.

5ATM



Woman Collection

K5678/8K5678/6K5678/4K5678/3K5678/2K5678/1



With over 30 years of history, the Festina Group is today a prestigious international company specialised in the production 
and marketing of popularly priced watches movements and precision parts.

Currently, the Group manufactures five brands of watches for the general market (Calypso, Lotus, Festina, Jaguar and 
Candino) and two jewellery brands (Lotus Style and Lotus Silver).

The Group’s head office is located in Barcelona while our major production centres are in Switzerland and Spain.

Today, the Group has seven subsidiaries (France, Germany, Italy, Benelux, Switzerland, Czech Republic - Poland and 
Chile), is present in over 90 countries on the five continents and sells 5 million watches a year.

The quality of the firm’s products, the excellent value for money and the special attention paid to post-sales service all 
contribute to making the Festina Group leader in many strategic markets.

FESTINA GROUP


